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Toyota Corp.'s Lexus is reaching out to college basketball fans through a sponsorship deal with Yahoo Sports.

For the second year, the automaker is hosting a digital game on Yahoo Sports surrounding the 2017 Men's College
Basketball Tournament, giving consumers the opportunity to try their luck for a chance at a luxury trip to next year's
championship. In addition to its game, Lexus is a presenting sponsor of Yahoo Sports' Tourney Pick'em fantasy
platform, giving it a consistent presence throughout March Madness.

Keeping score
Lexus' "0-60 Bracket Challenge" is based on the automaker's LC Coupe hybrid, which can accelerate from 0-60mph
in 4.4 seconds. Reinforcing this message, the brand's bracket asks participants to pick the team match ups that will
reach a combined 60 points in the least amount of time.

Consumers are allowed one prediction per round of the tournament, and these must be placed before the games
begin.

Whereas the traditional bracket eliminates players as teams lose games, Lexus' game allows users to continue
playing. Players can also join the game in the middle of the tournament.
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Lexus' NCAA basketball tournament game

The winner is the player with the longest streak of successful predictions at the end of the six rounds. This player
will then win a trip for four to Las Vegas during the 2018 tournament, including a three-night hotel stay.

On Yahoo Sports' bracket page, Lexus will have opportunities to run display, native and video advertisements, along
with custom integrations.

"With millions of fans heading to Yahoo Sports every year to create their brackets and watch the action play out
among their top college basketball teams, we're helping brands find compelling ways to be part of that fan
experience," said Lisa Utzschneider, chief revenue officer, Yahoo. "At Yahoo, we know sports fans, their passions
and how advertisers can make fun, authentic connections that drive meaningful results around the tournament."

Last year's Lexus game drove 23 million video views. The automaker also saw a 29 percent lift in purchase
consideration as a result of the placement.

While some brands join in on the March Madness frenzy surrounding basketball, others have been inspired to create
rival competitions.

Last year, LVMH-owned watchmaker Tag Heuer took cues from sports tournament brackets to determine which
Autavia timepiece model would be reissued for 2017.

The Autavia model was launched in 1933 as an aviation and automotive timepiece, and was then repurposed as a
wristwatch in 1962. Followed by 16 models since the 1960s, Tag Heuer asked timepiece enthusiasts to share their
favorites to help decide which Autavia will be recreated for today's consumer in "The Autavia Cup" (see story).
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